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for Music by
SPEAKSJO CORPS Arrange
VISIT JiGISLATURF Notice has just been received
Merrimakers
Colonel F. W. Rowell, officer in

.

charge of R. O. T. C. training in
the Forth Corps Area has been at
Clemson Tuesday and Wednesday of
this week making a thorough inspection of the college, especially the
military department.
Although o.f course he has made
no official announcement yet as to
the results of his inspection, Colonel
Roweil expressed himself in a talk
to the faculty and Cadet Corps at
the chapel hour Wednesday morning
a's being very much pleased with the
present condition of the Clemson R.
O. T. C. unit. His statement most
pleasing to those in charge of the
local unit was that he considered
the Clemson Corps to be at least
25 to 50 percent more advanced in
their training at this time, than at
the same time last year.
The result of Colonel Rowell's
inspection will determine whether
or not a more complete inspection
will be made later in the year by
a Board of Officers from the War
Department, which inspection would,
in turn, decide whether or not
Clemson will again receive the rating
"Distinguished Military College," an
honor she has held for a number ot
consecutive years. From the remarks
made by the inspecting officer it
seems certain that Clemson will be
boaked for the major inspection in
the late spring, and Clemson authorities are confident that the college
will again be "Distinguished" by the
War Department.
Colonel Rowell is examining all
phases of Clemson student life, with
special attention, of course to the
affairs more immediately concerning
the military department. He visited
classroom and shops, and spent a
large amout of time Wednesday
inspecting the living quarters of the
cadets in the barracks, as well as
the kitchen and mess hall.
While at Clemson, Colonel Rowell
is the guest of Lieutenant Colonel
and Mrs. Otis R. Cole.

FRANK E. COPE
CHOSEN TRUSTEE
New Member of Board is Alum
nus, Class '05—Three
Others Reelected
Frank Elmo Cope has been elected
by the General Assembly to fill the
unexpired term of Henry C. Tillman,
of Greenwood, as trustee of Clemson College.
Mr. Cope was born at Cope, S.
C. on August 6, 18 84. He finished
Clemson College with the class of
1905 and since that time he has beeu
engaged in farming in Orangeburg
county. He has been a member of
the Legislature from Orangeburg
county for some time and has the
reputation of being a man of high
ideals and great ability.
J. J. Evans, I. M. Mauldin, and
R. M. Cooper, Jr., were elected to
succeed themselves as trustees of
Clemson. None of the four men
were opposed.

from Cole Phillips' the noted beauty
Dr. Sikes and Other College artist, of the selection of the beauty
section for the
''Taps".
Of the
Officers Tell Assembly
large number of pictures of beautiof Needs
ful girls that were sent in, it was
hard to choose eight who are more
beautiful than the others, but after
Dr. E. W. Sikes and a number a very long consideration the folof other high officials of Clemson lowing were selected: Miss ElizaCollege appeared before the legis- beth Gireadeau, St. Petersburg, Fla.;
lature in Columbia last week, pre- Miss Bertie Lee Beck, Sumter, S.
senting the needs of Clemson to the C; Miss Katherine Hagood, Easley,
General Assembly. The Clemson men S. C; Miss Elizabeth Bvers. Rock
were given a warm welcome and an Hill, S. C; Mis Catherine Carroll,
attentive hearing, and changes seem Sumter, S. C; Miss Reba Ginn,
bright, according to Dr. Sikes, for Varnville, S. C; Miss Lucy May
their requests to be granted by the Matthews, Jamacia, N. Y.;
Miss
law-makers when the state's appro- Mary Mecapson, Washington, D. C.
priation bill is completed.
This octette of beauties will add
Dr. Sikes himself told the law- much
to the attractiveness
of
makers of the major needs of the "Taps."
college for its regular collegiate
In addition to the selection of the
activities. This was the new president's first appearance before the beauty section being completed it
legislature as head tsi Ciemson, and has been announced by T. G Jackson, business manager, that practihe seems to have made a splendidcally everything except the basketimpression.
ball section has been mailed to
Dr. W. W. Long, Director of the Jacobs and Company, and it is sure
Extension Service, also was in that the annual will be ready beColumbia and told of the work of fore June.
bis department which is serving the
The annual will be a year book
entire agricultural population of
complete
in every detail.
It is
South Carolina.
Efforts were made by Dr. Sikes featured by many unique designs
and Pro!!. S. B. Earle, Director of clubs and classes. Larger space
of Engineering Department, to have has been provided for athletic and
the highway paving which Oconee for senior and junior pictures. The
County is just beginning start at financial department is also reportthe experiment station and come ed to be in fine condition.
through the campus, instead
of
starting at Ravenel Bridge on the
other side of the campus.
This highway, a portion of State
Highway No. 2, is to be paved immediately, from Clemson to a point
just beyond Seneca where the roads
from Seneca to Walhalla and Seneca
to Westminister
converge.
It is
felt here that it would be a pity Some Sing "Show Me the Way
to Go Home", Others
to have this paving stop at Ravenel
Bridge when only a small amount of
"Carry On".
work would bring it on through the
campus.
Welcome
is sunshine
after a
storm; welcome is rest after battle.
The dark clouds of a week ago
Colonel Cole Entertains
are fast fading in the distant horiVisiting Army Officer zon, and the thunder's growl grows
low and indistinct
Clemson cadets have crossed their
In honor of Colonel F. W. Rowell,
A distinguished visitor in the per- a visiting officer, Lieutenant Colonel bridge of sighs, the spell of the
son of Dr. D. Pasquet, Professor Otis R. Cole entertained with a stag blue has waned, yet there are still
of Economics in the University of dinner at his home Tuesday even- sighs—some in relief—some in deParis, was at Clemson last Saturday. ing.
spair.
Dr. Pasquet is teaching Economic
Time, that unpunishable rogue
The guests included all the offiHistory and is spending a year in
this country studying the economics cers of the local military depart- has stolen examination week away.
of utilization of our resources, being ment, Dr. E. W Sikes, Prof. R. K. There are no regrets; only future
particularly interested in the agri- Eaton, Prof. D. H. Henry and Rev. fears; the thief is welcome to his
prey, only there will be another to
cultural development of the South. S. J. Crouch.
steal in the spring, distant spring.
He spent considerable time here
To some the registrar plays Home
with Professor Ward C. Jensen
Sweet
Home, to others Carry On,
State
Superintendent
discussing the agricultural trend,
but old man Fate, in a stoical mood,
and outlook and comparing AmeriSpends Two Days Here merely twiddles his thumbs and
can agricultural conditions with
smiles.
those in France, and some of the
'Show Me The Way To Go Home"
country about Clemson was inspectState Superintendent of Education
ed.
J. H. Hope was a visitor on the has assumed its true meaning; some
Clemson campus for several day3 wonder, quite vaguely, who showed
last week. His chief purpose, on them the way to go to college, and
it spring holidays, and they don't this visit, was to make a special the college also wonders.
So- —
study of vocational education, in
mean April Fooi then either.
Show me the way to go home,
But who's April fool now? Well, which his department is particularShow me the way to go home;
it might as well be admitted the ly interested.
Had a little exam 'bout a week
joke's on us, but we don't mind, in
Mr. Hope is a former student of
ago,
fact we like good jokes like this. Clemson College and therefore famiHurrah for spring holidays! Hur- liar with the collge and many of
And it disclosed what's in my
rah for April fool!
its teachers.
head.

Col. Rowell Compliments ClemOn Friday the dancers of "Tigerson and Explains Military
town" will again rejoice and make
Virtues and Ideals
merry as they prepare to attend the
Senior Dance, which is to be given
Speaking before the entire faculty that evening February 5, by the
and Corps of Cadets of the college, Senior Dancing Club. The campus
Colonel F. W. Rowell, who spent will again be thronged with the
two days here this week inspecting fairest of South Carolina's young
the military department, paid high ladies and of course the most popucompliment to Clemson College in a lar and the best dancers.
talk at chapel Wednesday morning.
The list of expected guests is
He concluded his addres with an growing very fast and from the
enumeration of the ideals and virtues names that appear on it is evident
fostered by military training.
that the dance will be a success.
Colonel Rowell was especially A number of them have attended
complimentary in regard to the the Clemson dances before and some
the living and eating quarters of have not, but the Clemson men
the Clemson student body.
Saying seem always to pick good dancers.
that you can judge
a man
by
The music will be furnished by
his private room, he told of his the Merrymakers of Greenville. This
pleasure at seeing the condition in orchestra played at the last dance
which the cadets' rooms in the bar- given on the campus and also at
racks are kept.
some others so the Clemson men
Ho also said that after seeing know what to expect of it.
many large military messes as well
The Reception Committee has
as hotel eating establishments in been very busy placing the girls and
all parts of the country, he felt a number of them
have already
perfectly safe in saying that the been taken care of. Everyone who
plant used by Clemson's food depart- is having a girl over should put her
ment was superior to any other in name on the list in Room 159, so
the South, in both equipment and she may be placed.
cleanliness.
The Decoration Committee will be
"Your general standing and con- hard at work on Friday, but the
dition of training is at least 25 to decorations will have to be vary
50 percent better 'than it was when simple as the
basket-ball
team
I was here this time last year," practices every afternoon and there
said Colonel Rowell.
will not be much time for work.
"And," he continued, "1 do not
Leroy Simpkins, the president of
know what is responsible, but it the club is doing his best to make
is perfectly evident that conditions this dance the best; and he is
are diferent and much better."
certain to succeed. Do not all the
In the latter part of his talk, dancers of Clemson remember the
saying that he spoke from twenty- Senior Dance of last fall? This one
seven years of military service, and will be even better.
Pay up to
a lifetime in the army, for he was Jake Wray in Room—131
born into it, Colonel Rowell told
of why he was an exponent of
militarism.
"Militarism," said he, "is a much
misused word. I have sought its
exact meaning in the dictionary
and
it is 'the over-emphasis of
military virtures and ideals.'
"Now the major military ideals Dr. D. Pasquet, Professor in
are justice and duty, and the major
University of Paris, Spends
military virtue is courtesy,
and
these, I think, certainly constitute
Day Here
no menace to the country."

NOTED FRENCHMAN
VISITS_ CLEMSON

SPRING HOLIDAY TO
GLEMSONJPRIL 1-5
April Fool to Open Bright
Season for Clemson Cadets
April fool! Hurray! The faculty
has at last come around to the
cadet's way of seeing things; they
have decided that All Fool's day
should be commemorated in fitting
style, and, in accordance with their
convictions, proclaimed it the first
of a five-day spring holiday. "Hurrah
for our side!"
Wash stands will not hang high
this April, the flag pole will go
unmolested, no lowly goats will
?-dorn barracks, glorie3 of the day
will go unsung.
Leave will be granted the corps
from April 1 to April 5. They call

EXAM WEEK IS PUT
WITH J>AST THINGS
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The Uniform Regulations serve a
Good leadership in the faculties is entitled to great credit.
very necessary purpose. There 1«
But I am convinced that there has been a gain of enduring no Danger of the Student Body
quality because the students have wanted it. There is un- breaking out in Oxfords Bags.
questionable proof of this on the Clemson Campus and in
the reports I have received from the Commandant and the
instructors of the Military Department.
When there are so many things to commend it is difficult
'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
to
choose
one for special mention and to do full credit to it
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
in a brief comment. To one who has given considerable attention to such matters, however, and who has had opporSubscription, $1.50 the year.
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$1 .00
$1 .00
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lege Mess are as nearly ideal as it is probably possible for
such installations to be. I have never seen their equal for or_ Editor-in-Chief
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EDITORIAL

Our contemporary, The Johnsonian, announces some new
privileges Dr. D. B. Johnson, president of Winthrop, has extended the girls there, especially seniors. Mayhap "Debe"
has observed the success which has attended the new and
more desirable regulations promulgated at Clemson this year
by Dr. E. W. Sikes and Colonel O. R. Cole.
OFF AGAIN, GONE AGAIN
Like the proverbial Irish section foreman who reported the
wreck of the fast train as follows: "Superintendent
No. 33, Off Again, On Again, Gone Again, Finnegan.", Clemson cadets are off again from the grind of an old semester and
gone again on the work of a new one.
Now, instead of January 1, is the logical time for the college
man to make resolutions. But resolutions, alas, are usually
of little avail, and so we won't advise them. The Tiger only
wishes every Clemson man much success during the remainder
of the college year, and hopes that the second semester will
be even more successful than the first.

Colonel Rowell Praises
Conditions at Clemson
R.

o

This giant hydro-electric unit weighs 750 tons and consists of a vertical shaft
hydraulic turbine attached to an electric generator delivering 52,000 kilowatts
at 12,000 volts.

Bigger Generators—
Cheaper Electricity

T. C. Officer, in Letter to The Tiger, Tells of Favorable
Impressions Made by Clemson's Barracks,
Mess Hall, and Spirit

The following letter, of interest to all Clemson people,
has been received by The Tiger:
Clemson Agricultural College, s. c.
February 3rd, 1926.
Captain W. W. Bryan,
Editor, The Tiger,
Clemson College, S. C.
My Dear Mr. Editor:
As the member of General Hagood's staff, who is in charge
of R. O. T. C. affairs, it is my duty and privilege to visit a
large number of secondary and collegiate institutions of the
Fourth Corps Area which includes the eight Southern states.
Last year and again this year I have made a round of
visits to schools and colleges located in cities, towns and
country districts between the Kentucky border and the Gulf
of Mexico and from the Atlantic Coast to the Mississippi
River.
The general condition of the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps last year was in all respects good. This year it is better. There is abundant evidence everywhere of a tremendous
uplift in esprit de corps among the R. O. T. C. students and
it is not an overstatement to say that this spirit is reflected
by the entire student bodies of the institutions where military
training is conducted. It is distinctly an advance in moral attitude.
More than to any other factor, this encouraging, I may say
inspiring success must be credited to the students themselves.

A 70,000 horsepower hydro-electric unit recently installed at
Niagara Falls utilizes the same amount of water as seven
former 5,000-horsepower units, yet does the work of fourteen
such units. And it saves 700,000 tons of coal yearly for the
nation.
g

The General Electric Company, as of Deceraber3,1924,
had 37,716 stockholders, of
whom 45 per cent were
women. The average number of common shares held
by stockholders was 55. In
ownership, policies, past and
present activities, G-E is unselfishly dedicated to the
cause of electrical progress.
A new series of G-E advertisements showing what electricity is doing in many
fields will be sent on request.
Ask for booklet GEK-1.

As more and still more uses are found for electricity, larger
and more economical generators are installed. At the power
plant, as well as at the consumer's end, important changes and
startling developments have steadily reduced the cost of
electricity for light, power, and heat.
^
And wherever electricity has blazed its trail—in towns, cities,
industrial centers, and rural communities—comfort and progress
have come to stay.
Generating and distributing electricity concern the technical
student. But electricity's application in the betterment of
industry, the professions, and home life concerns every educated person. Cheap electricity means many startling achievements today, but countless and unbelievable possibilities

tomorrow.
I-9DH
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OPPORTUNITIES ARE
GREAT IN CHEMISTRY
SAYS DRJRACKETT
Director of Chemistry Department Tells of Many
Places Open

©^ '^gife^^£^M
Don't worry whenever your shoes
There was a certain suburban
squeak, Shakesphere said there home whose owner's principal deshould be music in every soul.
light is keeping it spick and span.
After diner he and a guest were
The Barber College Yell
smoking on the lawn. The guest,
after lighting his cigar, threw the
Cut his lip
Slash his jawburned match on the ground.
"O, I would'nt do that, George,"
Leave his face
Raw! Raw! Raw!
said the host.
"Why not?"
We noticed an article in last
"It spoils the appearance of everyweek's issue of the Tiger entitled, thing," was the answer. "It's just
"Frosh Basketball Schedule Made those little things that make a place
Public." Huh! We never did know look bad."
The guest smoked his cigar in
it was a secret.
silence for a few minutes, then,
Of course we college men don't without a word got up walked down
road and
disappeared.
He
mind earning a million dollars but the
it is bothersome to have to wait returned in a short time.
His host asked:
"Where have
two or three years to do it.
you been, George?"
"O, I just went down to spit in
Two little dogs sat
making
the river," said George.
love on a door-step.
He panted. She panted.
Ah, Indeed!
A pair of pants that beat a«
Minister (treating small boy to
one.
soda):
"Now what do you say,
my little man?"
This Weeks Song Hit.
Small Boy: "A-a-a-h-h-!"
''Since exams are over pa, I'm
Minister:
"Is that the proper
coming home to you."
way to thank a person for a gift?"
Smal Boy: That's what dad says
Famous Marks
when Uncle Jim gives him a drink."
Hart Shaffner and Marks.
Birth marks.
Love
Carl Marks.
Love is like a cigarette,
German marks.
Easy started, quickly
Exam, marks.
done;
Tossed away without regret
Hush little ratchet
As you start another one.
Don't you cry;
-Northwestern Purple Parrot.
You'll be a Sophomore
Bye and Bye.
A Narrow Escape
The superintendent of a Western
"Bighead" Henry; What are you
railway bad issued strict
orders
doing?
"Doc" White; Don't bother me, instructing station masters along
I am adding up some figures and the line to report all accidents or
every time I look at you I put down near-accidents immediately. The very
next day he received the following
zero.
telegram:
"Superintendent's office—Man fell
A canoe is like a Freshman; both
behave better when paddled from from platform in front of speeding
ngine. Will wire details later."
the rear.
Five minutes ticked by.
Then:
"Superintendent's office—EveryGet those tacks out of the wall, thing O. K. Nobody hurt. Engine was
or there will be a tax on tacks.
going backward."
SUPER SOUP
Paw says: A blind date is like
"How many calories in
this in onion; we bite and then regret
soup?" demanded a dyspeptic diner. it.
"Don't get gay," admonished the
—Cougar's Paw.
tough waitress, "If you don't like
'em you can strain 'em through
WEATHER FORECAST
your napkin."
RAIN
The weather is cold
BOYS ECONOMIZE!
The weather is hot
Smith saved a hundred dollars
We gotta have weather,
this year on his incidental exwhether or not.
penses."
"How's that?"
Judge: "Are you guilty or not
"He found a brand of cigarettes
that none of his fraternity brothers guilty?"
Prisoner:
"Not
guilty,
yer
liked."—Wisconsin Octopus.
honor.
I was not drunk, I wag
We heard a sad story the other drugged."
Officer O'Flannagan:
"Yes, yer
day —the story of a clerk who rehonor,
he
wuz
drugged.
I
drugged
marked to his boss, "I'm taking a
correspondence course on how to get him through the hull park."—W.
Va. Moonshine.
more money."
"It won't do any good," said the
A FLIGHT OF FANCY
boss. "I'm taking a course on how
"What made Dubleigh jump out
to keep down expenses."
—The Javelin, Crane Tech. of that four-story building?"
"Oil, merely taking things too
literally."
WHIM!
"How come?"
Boy: Why do you use so much
"Well, he went up to see a doctor,
powder and paint?
The doctor wrote a prescription,
Girl: Don't you think it helps told him to follow it out—"
my complexion?
"Yes?"
Boy:
I don't know; I've never
"It blew out the window."—Corseen your complexion—Vanderbilt nell Window.
Masquerader.
You're betrayed by one you
trusted.
You cannot dance like a gentleman
When your suspender's busted.
—Amherst Lord Jeff.

PROUD DAD
Mother: I'm so worried about
Willie, he's done nothing but look
out of the window all day.
Father: Well, he's old enough to
look out for himself, isn't he?
—Penn. State Froth.

Opportunities for college graduates
who have specialized in chemistry
are especially good at this time,
according to Dr. R. N. Brackett,
director of the Chemistry Department.
In a letter to the editor of The
Tiger, Dr. Brackett points out some
of these opportunities as follows:
Editor, The Tiger: —
It has occurred to me that you
might put an item in The Tiger
with regard to the opportunities in
chemistry, as shown by the fact
that the Director of the Chemical
Department has had requests during
the last three months for sixteen
young men to fill positions in chemical lines. Of these requests one was
for a teacher of chemistry in a
medical college, one for an assistant
chemist in fertilizer inspection work,
one as assistant chemist in a water
softening plant, the remainder were
for assistant chemists in fertilizer
and phosphate works, cottonseed oil
laboratories and iron and steel
works. The Director was not able
to fill but two of these positions,
and then only by the men changing
from one position to another.
The experience of
others who
have attempted to find chemists has
been the same as that of the Director of the Chemical Department at
Clemson. The demand for chemists
is now far in excess of the supply
and I may say that the salaries are
becoming more and more attractive
in consequence. There never was a
time in the history of our country
when there was a greater need for
men trained in chemistry to fill
positions
as
teachers,
analysts,
research men, salesmen for fertilizers, chemical supply houses, for
publication houses and for numerous
other positions where a knowledge
of chemistry increases the the usefullness and efficency ot men.
We are hoping that improvements
in our methods of instruction by the
use of a stereopticon and otherwise,
and also by giving from time to
time industrial reels, illustrating
the students of the opportunities in
chemistry—by these means we are
hoping to attract more young men
to take up work in this ever increasingly interesting field.
I thought perhaps this might be
of interest to the students.
Yours very ruly,
R. N. BRACKETT.
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Turfts—Education and Training
for Social Work.
Walsh—The Thirteenth Greatest
of Centuries. Universities and preparatory Schools, Arts and crafts,
Libraries
and bookmen, and the
Origin of Drama are some of the
chapter headings.
Periodicals
American Mercury.
Brick and Clay Record.
Congressional Digest.
Foundary.
Industrial Management.
Living Age.
Science news-letter.
Gifts
The Lutheran.
The Presbyterian Survey.
Chickens Not to Run at
Large on Campus Hereafter

BROAD STREET AT NOON HOUR
Maneuvers—-Light Equipment
Rufe, participant in the recent
quarrel,
dropped over to
Sam's
hut and found him apparently engrossed in deep thought.
"Whaffo'
yo'-all
settin'
dere
dumb-like?" he asked suspiciously.
"Hush yo' mouf, boy," ordered
Sam. "Ah's thinkin.' "
"Shuks! Yo' ain' thinkin.' You'
kain't thhink! All yo' is doin' is
passin' yo' brain in review."

Willy stood on the railroad track;
He didn't hear the bell.
The engine went to Halifax—
And I know where you thought
Willie went, but he didn't, because
he was walking on the other track.
—Stanford Chaparral.

After March 1, it will be unlawful
for any person to permit chickens,
pigeons, or other fowls to run at
large on the campus at any time.
Action to this effect was taken
at the meeting of the Board of
Trustees held in Columbia in December 17. Notice is being sent to all
householders on the campus.
Waiter: Here are your eggs, sir.
Fastidious: But they're not fried
on the right side.
Waiter (shouting to the cook):
Trot out the left-over eggs!
We notice that a Movie Actress
has taken to wearing Suspenders.
Don't stretch things too far girls.
Methodical Boss (to Office-Boy)
—Pick up these letters, put them in
alphabetical order and throw them
on the fire.—Punch

Standard the World Over
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LIRRARY CONTINUES
t
TO ADDJEW ROOKS T
Many interesting new works, both
fiction and otherwise, are being
placed daily on the shelves of the
the Clemson College Library. Another list of these new accessories,
furnished by Miss Marguerite V.
Doggett, librarian, is given below.
Fiction
Boyd—Samuel Drummond, Epic
of the soil.
Buchan—John Macnab.
Enright—The Borrowed Shield. A
detective story by the former Police
Commissioner of New York City.
Hutchinson—This Freedom.
Yezierska — Bread Givers, "A
struggle, between a father of the
old world, transplanted to Hester
Street, and a daughter of the new."
Non-fiction
Arrhenius—Chemistry in Modern
Life.
Boddie—History of Williamsburg
from 1705 until 1923.
(South
Carolina collection.)
Gulick—The Life of the Ancient
Greeks.
Hood—Farm horticulture.
"For
those interested in either home or
commercial horticulture."
Knight—Public Education in the
South.
Luke & Keith-Roach The Handbook of Palestine.
Reid—Introduction
to Organic
Research.
Stuckey & KylenPecan Growing.
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Valentine Candy
JUST THE THING TO SEND THAT
GIRL BACK HOME
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Our College Supplies Tt
L G. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
PENNANTS

JEWELRY

FOUNTAIN PENS

STATIONERY

COLLEGE SUPPLIES

WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
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DR. SIKES SPEAKS AT COLUMBIA HIGH
ON "THE ENGINEERS OF A COMMONWEALTH"
Clemson President Addresses
Mid-Year Graduates in
Capital City
Dr. E. W. Sikes,
president of
Clemson College, which is the agricultural and engineering college o£
the state of South Carolina,
in
delivering the graduation address at
the mid-year commencement of
Columbia High School, used as his
subject, "The Engineers of a Commonwealth."
Those receiving diplomas from the
high school in the Capital City at
the mid-year graduation numbered
52. Clemson's president, in addressing the commencement audience,
made a splendid impression upon the
people of Columbia.
Dr. Sikes began his address with
a few pleasantries, chiefly references
to his experiences as president of
Coker College and Clemson College.
Then he announced
his subject,
"The Engineers of a Commonwealth."
"The engineer," he said, "is a
person who has a definite object in
view.
It is his business to plan
ways and
means to attain that
object.
"There are three types of engineers which I wish to mention tonight and the first is the engineer
of health. Health is the foundation
stone of a great commonwealth—
no great commonwealth can be
builded upon a sickly people.
"No more useful men have lived
in this country than those who
fought down the enemies—cholera,
yellow fever, typhoid—of mankind.
All honor to those in South Carolina
who have battled against hookworm,
malaria and typhoid.
"This country was not won by
weak men and women. Strong men
and women have subdued it and it
wil take strong men and women to
hold it.
"The second type is the economic
engineer. We can never build a great
commonwealth on a people who are
starving.
"The economic basis of a country
sometimes changes. In South Carolina, the first basis was indigo—
then rice—then slavery and cotton,
and now we are facing another
change for the plains of Texas and
Oklahoma are destined to be the
cotton empire of the world. We must
combine our agriculture with industry, trade and commerce.
"The greatest economic opportunity ever offered us is being offered
us today; there is more wealth in
South Carolina today than ever beand with the right kind of
,nomic engineers we can so de» .elop our commonwealth that it will
set afire our pride.
"And now the human engineers—
the teachers, the preachers, the editors, the legislators, the men behind
the plow, the men behind the counter, the men at the loom, the women
in the home—these are the human
engineers and they have to do with
the making of men and women.
"What dreams do they dream for
the state that gave them birth, the
state they all love?
"We have a marvelous climate, resources as yet hardly tapped, and a
great people. What shall we do with
this—our commonwealth. It may not
be the biggest state, but we can
make it the best state. We may
not have the largest industries, but
we can make them the best industries.
"May you go forth with love in
your heart for this commonwealth
and with an ambition to make it
what it should be."
Dr. Sikes was heard with closest
attention and was warmly applauded at the conclusion of his able address.
HARDLUCK
Father: What were the condition*
that forced you to leave school?
Son:
They
wern't conditions,
father, they were failures.—Centre
Colonel.
A NEW HAND ON THE FARM
Farmer: Now, come along and
I'll teach you to milk a cow.
Green hand:
Seeing I'm new
hadn't I better begin on the calf?
—Mugwump.

DIOCESE PLANS TO
AID LOCAL CHURCH
Following the annual convention of the upper diocese of the
Episcopal Church of South Carolina,
news has been received that provisions for repairing the Episcopal
Church at Clemson College and
supplying a minister for that post
are being made.
For over a year the Episcopal
Church has been without a rector
and it has been chiefly through the
efforts of the boys of the church
that things have held together so
far. For the past two months Mr.
C. B. Lucas, a divinity student, has
been acting as minister, but soon
Mr. Lucas must return to Sewanee
to get his degree. During the interim efforts will be made to find
another man to take
his place.
Money is also being raised to build
a new parish house and to make
some needy repairs on the present
church.
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Mr. Reardon was soloist with the

CAMPUS NOTES
Mrs. Cummings entertained the
Thursday Bridge Club at her home
last week. After the cards were
laid aside the hostess served a
delicious salad course.
Miss Cornelia Graham and Miss
Gladys Graves entertained a number
of friends at bridge in their rooms
at the Hotel on Thursday evening
in honor of Miss Betty Usher, who
is leaving the campus to take a
position in Bennettsville.
The members of the Boy Scout
Troop of the campus spent a delightful evening at the Y. M. C. A.
on Friday. The occasion was the
Boy Scout Circus.
Colonel and Mrs. Cole have as
their guest Colonel F. W. Rowell,
who is here to inspect the R. O. T.
C. unit.
The Missionary Societies of the
local churches held their regular
monthly meetings on Monday afternoon.
Mrs. J. M. Johnson was called
to Virginia this week at the death
of a niece and nephew.
Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun spent the
week end with his family in Florida.

Art
Society on Bach's
CRITERION QUARTET Musical
"Christmas Oratorio," Mr. Frank
Damrosh, Conductor. Mr. Reardon's
enunciation
and he
TO SINGJATURDAY sings with a isquietexcellent
power that is
unusual.
High Quality Male Voices FeaMr. Frederick Thomas has had
ten
year's
experience
in male
ture Lyceum at 8:15
quartet singing and possesses a basso
Saturday Night
voice of beautiful quality.
The program will include many
The Criterion Male Quartet of New favorite selections of musicians and
York City, which has for many years lovers of Master compositions.
been a standard
Concert
Male
Quartet of the country, will appear
BALCONY MANEUVERS
in the college chapel at 8:15 SaturFemme (having read over IDR to
day night as one of the attractions improve her line): "Jack, I wish
of the Clemson Lyceum course.
you would call me Pivot."
The Quartet is known throughout
Kaydet: "Why 'Pivot my dear?"
the country by its records, having
Femme:
"Because then I could
sung for Victor, Edison, Emerson, call you Corporal."
Brunswick and Gennett recordKaydet:
"Yes, and then what
producing companies. Their records would you do?"
are most popular and in demand.
Femme: "Why, I would command
The personnel includes:
Squads Deft."
Mr. John Young who has had a
(Explanation:
He
holds
the
number of appearances with the pivot.)
New York Oratorio Society.
A
St Paul critic says of Mr. Young:
"His voice is very musical and his
singing most intelligent."
the Scarlet Tanag&r
Mr. Mellor was tenor soloist at Rivals the beaufu of
the "Old First Church" on Fifth
Avenue, where William C. Carl is
the Organist. Mr. Mellor has a
voice of Operatic Timbre,
most
pleasing in quality and personally
most ingratiating.

After the dance
... a pipe

and P. A.
It Whets a
Man's
Appetite

WHEN you've kicked off the pumps and tossed
the collar on the table, while the music is still
singing in your brain and memories of one
dancing deb in particular crowd your thoughts,
fill your pipe with Prince Albert and light up.
Make it a night of nights.
P. A. is so genuinely friendly. It hits your
smoke-spot in deep center right off the bat.
Doesn't bite your tongue or parch your throat,
because the Prince Albert process said "nix on
the rough stuff" at the very beginning. Just
cool contentment in every perfect puff.
Don't put off till tomorrow what you can
smoke today. Get a tidy red tin of P. A. now.
Snap back the hinged lid and release that wonderful fragrance. Tamp a load into the bowl
of your jimmy-pipe and light up. Now you've
got it . . . that taste. Say—isn't that the
goods now?

PRINGE ALBERT
—no other tobacco is like it!

© 19 26, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Corapnny. Winston-Salem, N. C.

And Gives Him the
Speed and Character in
Penmanship that Helps
Him Make the Grade
The Ten with the 25-Year guaranteed
'Point and Over-size Ink Qapacity
P. A. is sold everywhere in
tidy red tins, pound and halfpound tin humidors, and
pound crystal-glass humidors
with sponge -moistener top.
And always with every bit of
bite and parch removed by
the Prince Albert process.

WE don't mean that the
Parker Duofold will
put a man on the golden
throne, although it helps him
to get there. But the same
keen instinct that makes men
successful, prompts them to
pay $7 for this sure-fire classic when they could buy
slacker pens for half the
money. Step to the nearest
pen counter and choose
your point.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Duofold Pencils to match the Pens: Lady, $3
Over-size Jr., $3.50; "Big Brother" Over-size, $4
Factory and General Offices
JANESVILLE, WIS.

Parker■-.
Duofold Jr. $5
Intermediate size

* Lady Duofold $5
With ring for chatelaine

Red and Black Color Combination
BaK. Trado Mark U. S. Pat. Offica
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WE DID OUR BEST
With the last minute rush before the R. O. T. C.
inspection, and although we pressed every article

i

of clothing that was brought to us, we were unable
to clean the articles. Bring them back to be cleaned.

«.

C. TAYLOR
You've Tried the Rest, now Try the Best.
SiaiBBBBBBBISBiBBIlBBiaBBg'EBLKlga
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STARTING WEEK OF FEBRUARY 8TH
I WILL RUN
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$1.00 Shirt Sale
ABOUT 200 PLAIN WHITE AND
COLORED SHIRTS
TO BE SOLD
Come down early and make your selection.
Also in this sale will be included Regulation Khaki
Shirts.
$3.50 value at $2.50.
AT

HOKE SLOAN'S
IS
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SAMMONS, CLEMSON MAN, TAKES HIGH
POST IN ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION FIELD
(Knoxville Journal)
W. R. Sammons, commercial manager of the Knoxville Power &
Light company, has resigned, effective December 31, to
accept an
executive position with the Servell
corporation, with headquarters in
Knoxville about the first of the
year, spend two weeks in New York,
then two weeks at the Evansville,
Ind., plant of the Servell corporation, assuming his new duties about
February 1.
Coming to Knoxville in 19 05 from
Columbia, S. C, Mr. Sammons has
spent nearly 2 2 years with the present Knoxville Rower & Light company, which was the Knoxville Electric Light & Power company when
he joined it. Since that time he has
served the company in several
capacities, and his expreience in the
public utility business will be put
forth in his new position.
He is a graduate of Clemson A.
and M. Here he has been a member
of the Kiwanis club, Cherokee County club. First Presbyterian church,
and is a Knight Templer.
Since coming to Knoxville Mr.
Sammons has witnessed practically
all the industrial power development. The Chilhowee Park Dummy
line was in operation at the time of
his arrival, and he has witnessed the
extension of the car lines to Fountain City, Lyons View, Burlington,
lines. There are only four men in
the offices of the Knoxville Power &
Light company now who were in service when Mr. Sammons started to
work for that organization.
The Servell coporation manufactures electrical refrigeration with a
capitalization of over $31.000.n^o.
Plants are located in Evansville,
Ind., covering 28 acres; in Carteret,
N. J., and Newbern, N. Y., the
latter covering approximately 40
acres,. Atlanta is the headquarters
of the district covering the two
Carolinas,
Tennessee,
Alabama,
Georgia and Florida, hence his new
position will bring him back to
Knoxville on brief visits.

msuxs

AFTER
EVERY
MEAL

Immediately afterward Major Salley, clad in a Carhantt tuxedo, ran
over the entire new barracks, giving
the alarm. "Fire! Fire!"
Lt. Col. "Pistol Pete" Douglass
followed closely behind, hollering in
a loud, calm voice, "False alarm!
False alarm!"
Some of the boys in the company of Major Salley left for the
fire which was either in Pendleton
or South America.
Charles Hawkins, dashing young
lieutenant of "K Company, woke
up, felt the wall. It wasn't hot, so
he immediately went back into the
arms of Morpheus.
Lieutenant
"Speck"
Smith's
Nusiance Corps sounded recall, and
the excited cadets returned to barracks in time to retire and get up
for reveilee.

afford*
benefit as well
^^
as pleasure.
Healthful exercise for the teeth
and a spur to digestion. A longlasting refreshment, toothing to
nerves and stomach.
The Great American
Sweetmeat, untouched
by hands, full of
flavor.

The Long Suppressed Truth About
The Death of Caesar
"Julius, dear," said Mrs. Caesar,
"I had a most peculiar dream last
night. Please don't go to the Senate."
"All right, let's hear it," said
Caesar, suspiciously.
"I dreamed you reached in your
toga pocket and gave me twenty
sesterces."
"Et
tu,
Calpurnia,"
groaned
Caesar, as he slammed the door.
When he reached the Senate, a
crowd began to form around him.
This he attributed to
his
new
double-breasted toga, and didn't
notice anything wrong until his old
friend Brutus, puling out one of the
largest knives he had ever seen, led
the attack on him. Shattered by
the blows, he hung on to life until
Mrs. Caesar reached the scene.
"Calpurnia," he cried, beginning
to revives, 'speak to me!"
Calpurnia knelt by his side and
said in distant tones, "I told you
so!"
And with a lw moan, the great
man passed away.
—Harvard Lampoon.
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THE NEW CORONA FOUR

CLASS PRESIDENTS
GUESTS OF KIWANIS

Ohc CASE £n$neering Code

Anderson
Club
Entertains
Clemson Student Leaders at Dinner
s.

CORONA FOUR
has standard fourrow keyboard.

,

A FEW DAYS' FREE TRIAL DEMONSTRATION.

THE

NEW

CORONA
THE STURDY PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Unbreakable Aluminum Frame
Fall 10-inch Carriage
Convenient Margin Stops
Light Touch
Fewer Parts
Rust Proof

Complete Visibility
Standard Construction
Automatic Ribbon Reverse
Superior Manifolding Qualities
Weight 7 Pounds
Carrying Case Supplied

Sold for cash or easy installment payments by
J. B. CHAMBERS
W. W. BRYAN,
Printery, Textile Bldg.

Room 137
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The class presidents of Clemson
had the pleasure of being the guests
■of the Kiwanis Club of Anderson,
at a beautiful banquet last Thursday evening. The. banquet was held
at the Presbyterian Church on North
Main Street.
The four class presidents are:
Senior, W. A. Farmer; Junior, W.
C. Brown; Sophomore, J. R. Rutledge; Freshman, S. D. Pearmna.
• The
tables were
attractively
decorated and heavily laden with the
several courses of a wonderful
turkey dinner. Between courses
numerous speeches and wise bits of
repartee, along with musical selections by youg ladies from Anderson
College, blended with the elegant
meal to make the occasion most
enjoyable.
The Cadets were very fortunate
in being present at this affair. They
claim that Anderson is the center
of true Southern
hospitality and
are certain that no organization
could treat its guest more royally
than did the Kawanis Club.

Applies to All Case
Machines
100
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Wednesday morning about 5:00
A. M., "Chief" Allison's two optics
saw the sun rise over in the vicinity
of Pendleton. Several shots from
his forty-five rang out.

There is a scientific reason, based upon accurate
knowledge, for every detail of Case machine construction. The steel frame of the thresher; the fact
that every rotating bearing on the thresher is self
aligning; the extensive use of special alloy steels and
protected bearings in the tractor; the remarkable
economy records made by Case steam engines—all
had their origin in the Case Engineering Code.
The results of the operation of the Code are apparent
in the better work done by Case machines, their
greater dependability and durability and their economy as demonstrated in low cost per year or per job.
This is the only system of development ever devised
that insures steady progress toward perfection, and
it is applied to every part throughout all Case machines.

J. I. CaseThreshin& Machine Co.
{Established 1842)

DISTANT FIRE
AROUSES GORPS
"Chief" Allison Alarms the
Barracks, Ably Assisted
by Major Salley

THE Case Engineering Code takes definite, accurate information obtained from special, dependable sources, analyzes it month by month, charts it,
and applies its findings to the continuous improvement and development of all Case machines.

Dept.C75

Racine,

Wisconsin

Case Farm Tractors, Steel Threshers,
Silo Fillers, Baling Presses, Steam Engines, Road Machinery, Grand Detour
Plows and Disc Harrows

20

10

NOTE—Our plows and harrows are NOT
the Case plows and harrows made by the
J. I. Case Plow Work3 Company
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STOTTTVARSITY AND RATS MEET FURMAN TODAY SPORTS
*"

,**^.Js3

The close of examination week brought another victory to
the Tiger basketball team. Saturday night marked the second
game the Tigers have won from state teams, and to-night
they go up against another,—that fast Furman five. Let's
keep the record clean, Tigers, and make a clean sweep of all
South Carolina. Wofford is next on Saturday night, and then
three more straight in a line. Let's have them all, Gang,
and sew this thing up properly.
Next week is filled with excitement for the Tigertown
basketers. Presbyterian, College, the Gamecocks, Newberry,
Citadel, and Kentucky constitute the excitement program,
three of these games being played at home. Back the team,
Tigers, and let's have a large percentage of victories this
season.

COMPANIES TRAIN
FORJASKETBALl.

That was a great game Saturday
night. The way those Tigers played
was gratifying to see. Their team
work was excellent and their goal
was excellent
and
their
goal
shooting was exceptionally good.
Much Progress Made at Night The entire team deserves praise
for the splendid brand of basketball
Practice Under Direction
that they showed throughout the
game.
of the Coaches

Under the direction of the coaches the company basketball teams
are progressing nicely. Every night
from eight till ten each company
team reports
for practice
at a
designated time. A different battalion practices each night, one half
hour being alloted to each company,
thus making it possible for four
organizations to receive individual
instruction in one night. This is
an entirely new plan to be put into
practice at Clemson, and it is being
met with hearty approval.
The
coaches are pleased with the spirit
and cooperation shown by the cadets
and believe that much good can
be done. This arrangement affords
excellent opportunity to the students
to receive individual attention and
expert instruction,
while at the
same time it enables the coaches
to locate and develop new material.
Just now the various teams are
only in the preparatory stage, but
soon games will be scheduled and
an elimination contest, such as that
to be held in company football, is
to be arranged. Now. that examination are over students may take
more interest in these regimental
athletic contests, and it is to be
hoped that some keen competition
and some brilliant work will be
forthcoming.

COLOMBIA CLOB HAS
BIO COLLEGE NIGHT
Fred Leitzsey Represents Clemson at Focus Club
Gathering
The Focus Club of Columbia held
its annual
"College Night"
last
Friday evening at the Ridgewood
Club near Columbia. Mr. C. E.
Wollet, former all-round athlete of
Newberry College, won the Laval
Medal for
the year 1925.
This
medal is given each year by Coach
Laval of Furman to the best allTound athlete in South Carolina Colleges. Mr. R. N. Edmunds, vice
president of the Southern Conference, presented the medal. Coach
Walter Johnson of P. C. made a
very inspiring addres en "Clean
Athletics and Good Sportmanship."
The Captains, or representative*
of the various football teams

The Cubs got off to a good start
la.st week when they completely outclassed the Newberry freshmen by
a score of 31 to 8. Rats Coleman.
Hanna. Batson, and Marshall were
the outstanding players on the Cub
tfiflm, Coleman being the star of the
rtav. The Rat material looks very
Promising and a champion five is
predicted.
Once more the campus will be
visited by scores of boyish bobs.
Late into the night the throbbing
of iazz and hearts will prevail, and
the walls of the dance hall wiil
tremble as they labor to support the
roof against the violent contractions
and vibrations of the Charleston.
Once again the cadets will drown
their troubles and sorrows in the
"aiety of the dance.
The bigeest problems that a large
number of cadets are
concerned
w'.tTi -met, now is what course can
thev change to and whether or not
to go to Florida. That is just what
is worrying the editors of this
""lunm at present. We are think''ne seriouslv of taking a campus
cmirse. or the next thing to it.
■Roth these are very good courses
and are popular too, and since very
little brain work is required to pass
them we think that the change
would be an ideal one.
Tt is dangerous to walk around
*n barracks now unless one wears
^"hnei's since there are so many
'oose tacks lying around that, formerly, were out of the way. These
little fellows, who for so Ions a
time quietly and peacefully filled up
the holes in the wall! and who have
been recently ousted from their
cozy little homes in the plaster, are
«our at the world and are ready to
wreak vengeance on him who treads
unwaringly. Be careful. Cadets,
that you do not step on these once
barmless little fellows, for they may
cause you to have to walk on
crutches.

throughout the state were present.
Each made a short speech. Fred
Leitzsey represented Clemson's football team in the absence of Gary
Finklea who was unable to attend
because of examinations.

TIGEBS MEET ANCIENT
FOES IN TWO BATTLES

day and Thursday by the Music
Club. The world-famous comedy,
"Charley's Aunt," featuring Syd
Chaplin, and billed as the "Funniest
Farca in Forty Qears" is the feature.

Furman Varsity and Little 'CHARLEY'S AUNT" IS
Hurricane Invade Tigertown.
GIVEN BY MUSIC CLUB
Wofford, P. C, Carolina
and Newberry in the
A benefit photoplay is being
Offing.
presented at the Y. M. C. A. Wednes-

This picture, with Chaplin supported by a brilliant cast, is one
of the high spots in motion picture
comedy. Proceeds of the presentation will be used for the advancement of high-class music at Clemson.

A double header with Furman
here furnishes the excitement for
to-day.
Two Furman teams, the
varsity and the freshmen, invade the
lair of the Tisrers today to engage
the Jungle
Beasts in two
cage
games, the one between the freshman teams to be played at four
thirty, and the one between the two
varsity teams to be played at six
thirty in the evening. This will be
tbe Rats' second game of the season.
The first prame being a victory over
Newberry Freshmen, the Cubs arc
anxious to keep their record clean
But the big show will take place
i"St after snpner. That bunch of
grown up Tigers are in fine trim
and are iust as anxious to get a big
bunk of meat for supper
as the
Cubs are, and they certainly do not
'ntend to go hungry. That game
with the Newberry Indians showed
what the varsity squad can do , and
vou can just bet your next R. O.
T. C. check that they are going to
do it.
Saturday night Tigertown will
again be invaded by another South
Carolina team, seeking to outwit
the mighty Feline and send him
down in defeat. This time it will
be the Terrier team from Wofford
that will attempt such a mighty
task. On Monday following the
Wofford game the
P. C.
Bluestockings will seek revenge from the
Tieer clan at Clemson, after which
encounter the Clan will launch an
attack on the Gamecocks, and a
counter attack on the Newberrians.

BASERALL AP
TRACK St

TOJPEN SOON

CLEMSON TICEBS DEFEAT NEWBEBBY
INDIANS IN BLOODY BATTLE 31 TO 28
man, with a burst of speed that
Tiger's Team Work Splendid. carried him through the Newberry deNewman and Hendee Star
fense, dashed in under the goal and
rang up the final basket of the
as Cadets Win
game, thus making the Tiger team
The Tiger quintet, after a fast and the winner by a score cf 31. to 28.
The cooperation of the team and of
heated battle here Saturday night,
romped to victory over the Newberry every substitute was the finest that
Indians, defeating the visitors by a the Tigers have displayed this sea31 to 28 margin. The game was son. Roy, Newman, and Hendee led
hard fought throughout, and several the scoring, while every man who
times the Red-jersied Indians push- entered the game deserves praise
ed the Tigers so closely that the on- for the efficient work that won the
looking cadets were kept breathless victory. Eskew and Walt Martin
with excitement and opened-mouthed were very effective at the guard
with fear least some sudden turn positions, and time after time these
of affairs should snatch victory two thwarted the efforts of the perfrom the Tigers. The Tigers showed sistent Indians. Rickert, captain of
Westwood
vast improvement over their last the Newberrians, and
exhibition here. Their teamwork were the stars of the visiting team,
was very good and their basket while Eleazer was no mean hand at
throwing, which heretofore has been shooting baskets.
Clemson (31)
Newberry (28)
weak, was almost unerring. Roy's
long shots and Newman's and Hen- Hendee (7)
Weswood (7)
closer range kept the cadets in the
RF
lead during the first period of the Newman (11)
Butler (4)
game. At the end of the first half
LF
the Tigers led by a score of 20 to Roy (10)
Spearman (4)
12, but in the middle of the second
C
half the Indians, with characteristic Palmer (4)
Cromer
sudrieness and swiftness, launched
RG
a terriffic onslaught which reduced Eskew (1)
Rickert (4)
the local team's lead to one point.
LG
The Tigers then, recovered from the
Substitues.
Clemson:
Brock,
suprise met the attack squarely and Mundy, McGlone, Martin (2). Newprevented further damage by the berry; Eleazer (7), Wheeler (2).
visitors until a few seconds before Referee, Robertson (Furman). Timethe timekeeper's pistol fired, New- keeper, Kavanaugh, (Clemson).
Bl

To a Wall Tack in the Picture Molding.

Now that exams are over and we
O, for the good old days once more.
are launched upon a new month
I
remember my room so well,
and a new term of the year's work,
With pictures here and decorations there,
the stage is all set for the entrance
of Spring. Within a month the
My—but it did look swell.
first warm days of spring will be
here, and with them will come the
early song birds and the first deliI think once more of a favorite face
cate flowers of the new season,
That shone down from the wall,
while the campus will take on a
It made my cell look home-like to me.
more lovely apearance as the tender green buds begin to put forth,
But now. God—nothing at all.
covering the long-bare trees with
a verdant loveliness. With the new
season will come not only the
The walls are bare; the curtains are gone;
changes wrought by Nature's workBitter is the sway of fate.
ers, but also a quickening of the
hearts of many, a livening of inIt's no longer home to me, just a room—
terest, the birth of new hopes, and
A nakedness that I hate.
a general attitude of happiness.
The coming of spring brings also
new sports to keep the ever fickle
Nothing to add to the cold atmosphere
fans supplied with amusement, and
Like cave-men had of yore;
to give the athlete and lover of
true sports new realms to conquer.
Nothing to distingush my own blank room.
When the first warm days arive and
From blank rooms door after door.
the bluebirds begin to build their
homes, Captains McGill and Royare going to issue calls to their
O innocent tack, what hast thou done
men to come out for baseball and
To
incur a deathless hate?
track practice. Many of the members of last lear's team are back
Why is the crime of shelves hung high
to enter the fray. There are vacanSo
abominable here of late?
cies left by the dropping out of
some, but these will be filled by
the many aspirants who are ready
Curse thee molding, you relentless thing!
to step in eagerly to fill the
Since
when could you not stand
gaps . Soon Riggs Field, dotted with
athletes.-loyal knights of King Swat,
The insignificant thrust of a nail
followers of the cinder path, and
To support the ideals of man?
champions of various other field
activities,—will again be the center
of attraction. Clarence McGill, capWoe is me; I'm broken down.
tain of baseball, and Wallace Roy,
Bring on the balls and chains.
captain of the tracksters, popular
' ers of the senior class and
Feed me on peas, and water, and bread,
both .'lashing veterans of the gridBut give me wall tacks again.
iron are men capable of leading
the teams well, and with the un—J. E. Youngblood.
aid of their men they
Be to make the coming season !«,
a crowning success in both sports. iSllElSISgilSlESg^lgMg^

